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Potentialpark Study 2017 – EU 
Online Talent Communication 

	

Chasing talent and converting applicants: These employers have the best 

strategy 

In many European countries the lowest unemployment rates are reached since 2008, and companies are 
struggling more than ever to meet their recruitment needs. Many employers are working harder than ever 
to attract candidates and convert applicants. 

In this challenging recruitment period, which companies have the best strategies for online attraction and 

candidate experience? Potentialpark’s annual study investigates how well employers meet candidate 
expectations, and the publication of their 2017 rankings show which companies are best in class.  

This year’s European top companies: Allianz, BASF and Deloitte were clear leaders out of 128 selected truly 
international employers from different industries. Their performance in the ranking can be attributed to a 
balanced strategy of activity across all channels including social media networks like Linkedin, Facebook, 

and Instagram, as well as employer owned career pages and the online application process itself. These 
companies are working hard to attract new talent and convert interested individuals to applicants and hires. 

Applicants today require a communication which authentically reflects the company’s values and culture as 
well as the day-to-day work and their future development. They want to get "insights behind the scenes". 
But employers make it difficult for them; standardized job ads, generally held application tips and a 

corporate tone of voice are common. An example is the career website which is according to 82 percent of 
the respondents in Europe the most important source of information about an employer. But just 15 
percent of the employers describe or visualize a typical workday and only 23 percent of the employers 
provide information about the career paths within the company. 

One of the biggest challenges in creating an effective online attraction strategy is understanding where 
candidates are today and where they could be tomorrow. 90 percent of the European candidates surveyed 

say they use Facebook twice a week. By comparison, only about 49 percent said they use Instagram twice a 
week. “Instagram may have the hype right now because it is growing, but forgetting about Facebook would 
be a mistake” says Julian Ziesing, Head of Research and Products at Potentialpark. Chasing new channels 
can be a good way to get in front of an audience that sees little messaging from competitors, but employers 
shouldn't miss the channels that have the most active usage by candidates today. 

For the online candidate experience, the expectations are only increasing. Mobile application and 
application via professional networks (for example Linkedin) are two remaining major topics. A relevant 37 
percent of the respondents in Europe would apply for jobs on their smartphones – if offered by employers. 
But on country level there are huge differences: while 44 percent of the Italian and 30 percent of the French 
students want to apply on mobile this is today the case for only 15 percent in Germany.    

The results of the study are clear: more than ever employers are investing in improving the experience of 
applicants. Which makes sense. After all, if they are not future colleagues, they may otherwise be future 
customers or a referral for another great talent. Those companies that fall behind today put themselves at 
risk. 
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Below is the list of the top 30 companies in Potentialpark’s overall ranking. For other rankings by career 
website, online application, social media, or mobile visit potentialpark.com 

 

 

 	

Online Talent Communication
Rank Company Diff 2016

1 Allianz 1

2 BASF -1

3 Deloitte 24

4 SAP 20

5 UnitedHealth Group New

6 Orange 9

7 Roche -3

8 KPMG 25

9 Michelin -1

10 Engie 52

11 Henkel -1

12 Airbus Group 0

13 Intel -10

14 AstraZeneca 22

15 T-Systems 125

16 Accenture -10

17 DHL 33

18 CERN -1

19 Ericsson 10

20 AccorHotels -15

21 adidas Group 72

22 Dow Chemical New

23 EY -9

24 L'Oréal -11

25 AXA 15

26 IBM 19

27 Dell -6

28 Novo Nordisk 2

29 Capgemini 20

30 Total 29

Source: Potentialpark Study 2017

Top 30 Employers - Europe
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About Potentialpark and the OTaC study 2017 

Since 2002, Potentialpark has been providing professional market research and consulting services to some 
of the largest companies in the world. The aim is to improve the communication between applicants and 
employers. Always in the focus: the preferences of job seekers and the needs of global companies. 
Participants: 28007 students took part in the Potentialpark survey worldwide whereof 21689 from European 

countries.  
Companies: Worldwide, Potentialpark has evaluated 461 companies in this year's study whereof  128 for the 
European ranking 
Topics researched: Career websites, Online Applications, Social Media Presences (Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram, YouTube, LinkedIn, Xing, Blogs) and Mobile Career Sites. 
Methodology: The respective presences were evaluated according to a standardized criteria catalog. This 
includes 340 criteria, which are weighted with the results of the survey. The result is a ranking of the best 
Career Online Presences. 
Period of the study:  01 Sep - 09 Dec 2016	
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